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By educating a man and we educate only a person, whereas, by educating a woman we actually
educate an entire family. Education is resource which gives knowledge and freedom to utilize their
rights. It has an aim to teach us rather how to think, than what to think, enhance our mind and allow
us to think for ourselves and prevent the mind from occupying other thoughts. Earlier girls were
denied from the access of education. There were many obstacles such as   realities of poverty,
political instability, regional conflict, geography, cultural and traditional values stand between girls
and their prospects for education. Girlâ€™s education is essential to for the development and prosperity
of nations and peoples. In previous era there was a great differentiation between boys and girls.
Parents used to send their male child to school and female child are not sent to school because
they had a pre conceived notion that the girls are not safe outside. Any mishappening can occur if
they are left free outside.

Earlier men used to think that  that girls are very soft and they should be kept at home that should
be kept home, and they are not suppose to work hard, not even think hard. Even though they had
this kind of thought, they used to see the strength of women

Education is the relation between an individual and the society which imparts training and
instructions at school level. The dispute whether girls should be given the same education as boys
is getting is going on for many years and in fact in some countries it is continued. But this is also the
truth that girls have shown really good progress in various fields during the last few years.  There
are very few fields in which girls are not efficient but this gap will be fulfilled in the coming next years
as girls have already proved that they are very efficient in their respective fields. From many studies
it also has been proved that girls are more efficient than boys and that they get success more fastly
in comparison to boys. Therefore, it is quite necessary to educate girls in the same way boys are
educated.

Thus, if you are looking for a school to admit you kid, that teaches other disciplines as well as
provide a friendly teaching to the kids and helping them to deal with various personal issues as well.
Then, Onlineschooladmissions is the appropriate zone for you. Onlineschooladmissions is a site
that introduces you to numerous schools and helps you to find a perfect school for your kids that will
prove to be beneficial for them and can also get the chance to learn a number of other disciplines. 
An online admission agent, we do everything for you right from giving you a choice of schools in
India through our online school directory to scheduling an interview for your child from a number of
schools. Admissions couldnâ€™t get easier, but then, thatâ€™s because OSA understands parental woes
that crop up during admission and is dedicated to ease the load off your shoulders.
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This article has been written by a school guide of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com- a portal that
provides free of cost consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission.
Parents can a locate Gurusharan Convent School or a Jinvani Bharti Public School  from the
authentic list of schools and can apply to the schools of their choice online. Parents can also search
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for a MBS International School  according to their choice and can fill up school application forms
online.
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